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You've set up the standard accrual with encumbrance accounting for your ledger and you
realized that the encumbrance journals are defaulting with current date as the accounting
date.
 
What is causing this?
 
 
 
A. The subledger accounting option Is set to system date. 
B. The actual accounting date was set up under the encumbrance accounting Default Date
Rule. 
C.  The system date was set up under the encumbrance accounting Default Date Rule. 
D.  The current transaction accounting date was set up under the encumbrance accounting
Default Date Rule. 
E. The prior related transaction accounting date was set up under the encumbrance
accounting Default Date Rule. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Your company wants to change the Cumulative Translation Adjustment (CTA) account to
record gains/losses from varying currency rates.
 
 
What steps must you perform to achieve this objective without causing data corruption?
 
 
A. Purge all translated balances, change the CTA account in the Ledger page, and rerun
Translation for all periods required. 
B. Open the Ledgers page and update the CTA account and then rerun Translation for all
periods required. The system will automatically update the translated balances. 
C. Query the Translation journals and delete all of them, then change the CTA account in
the Ledger page, and rerun Translation for all periods required. 
D. Define a new ledger and accounting configuration. The CTA account cannot be updated
after the ledger has been in use. 
 

Answer: B
Reference:
 
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E15586_01/fusionapps.1111/e20375/F350915AN25358.htm
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Which three objectives must be considered when designing the chart of accounts?
 
 
A. Effectively manage an organization's financial business. 
B. Consider implementing a single, global chart of accounts 
C. Anticipate growth and maintenance needs as organizational changes occur. 
D. Limit the number of segments to those you need today to reduce data entry. 
E. Try to use all 30 segments and 25 characters per segment because you cannot change
It later. 
 

Answer: A,B,C

 

 

Which two methods can your General Ledger accountants use to more easily view large
amounts of contained in the tables in their work areas?
 
 
A. Detach the table to resize it to the maximum size of the monitor  
B. Export the table to Excel. 
C. Run a Business Intelligence Publisher report with Excel as the output format.  
D. Use the Freeze feature on the tables to scroll through large amounts of data. 
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

Your user forgot the password. How do you resolve this?
 
 
A. Use the Manage Users page to update the user's information and change the password. 
B. Use Oracle Identity Management (OIM) to reset the user's password. 
C. Log in to the user's machine as an Administrator and change the password from the
login pa 
D. Use Access Policy Manager (APM) to reset the user's password. 
E. Create a new user ID and password for the user. 
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Answer: B
Reference:
 
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E21764_01/doc.1111/e15477/pwd.htm#IMINT236
 
 

 

 

 
Your customer wants to use a clearing company to automatically balance Intercompany
entries. Which three statements are true regarding the use of a clearing company value?
 
 
A. Clearing companies are not supported. 
B. If you map legal entities to balancing segment values, then a clearing company can only
be applied within a legal entity. 
C. You must map legal entities to balancing segment values in order to use a clearing
company. 
D. If you do not map legal entities to balancing segment values, then a clearing company
can be applied to any journal within the ledger. 
E.  If you choose to use a clearing company, you can define a default clearing company
value or select the clearing company value directly in the general ledger journal. 
 

Answer: A,C,E

 

 

You lust submitted the Accounting Configuration. Which two statements are correct?
 
 
A. You must define a Data Access Set to obtain full read/write access to the ledgers in the
Accounting Configuration. 
B. A Data Access Set with full read/write access to the ledger is automatically created. 
C. Open the ledger's period to begin entering transactions. 
D. Verify the data roles created and assign them to the General Ledger users. 
 

Answer: C
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Your customer operates three shared services that perform accounting functions across 50
countries.
 
 
What feature allows them to share setup data, such as Payment Terms, across Business
Units?
 
 
A. Reference Data Sets 
B. Business Units functions 
C. None. Setup data is partitioned by Business Unit and must be defined separately per
Business Unit. 
D. Data Access Sets 
 

Answer: B

 

 

 
Which statement is true when creating an Implementation Project for Financials Cloud?
 
 
A. The Implementation Project is preconfigured and cannot be deleted or changed. 
B.  Plan your implementation project carefully because you cannot delete it or make
changes later. 
C.  You must select the Offering "Financials," and each individual product or option to
perform the setup for each product in Financials Cloud. 
D. Selecting the Offering "Financials," automatically allows you to perform the setup for all
Financials Cloud products. 
E. You only need to make the project name unique, then you can perform the setup for any
product family, such as Financials, Procurement, Human Capital Management and Supply
Cham Management. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

 
You want to define an allocation rule where segment values are constants for rules and
formulas. What should you do?
 
 
 
A. Specify Run Time Prompts (RTP). 
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B. Always use the Outer Point of View (POV). 
C. Never use the Outer Point of View (POV). 
D. Only specify segment values in formulas. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

You operate in a country whose unstable currency makes it unsuitable for managing your
day-to-day business. As a consequence, you need to manage your business in a more
stable currency while retaining the ability to report in the unstable local currency.
 
 
What would be your recommendation when defining ledgers?
 
 
A. Define Balance-Level Reporting Currencies in the more stable currency and run
Translation as often as you need. 
B. Use Journal-Level or Subledger-Level Reporting Currencies denominated in the more
stable currency. 
C. Run Revaluation as often as you need to the more stable currency and report on the
more stable currency’sbalances. 
D. Create a secondary ledger that uses a different chart of accounts that is denominated in
the more stable currency. 
 

Answer: B
Reference:
 
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E15586_01/fusionapps.1111/e20374/F484499AN16AFA.htm
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
Your Financial Analyst needs to interactively analyze General Ledger balances with the
ability down to originating transactions.
 
 
Which three features facilitate this?
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A. Account Inspector 
B. Smart View 
C. Account Monitor 
D. Online Transactional Business Intelligence 
E. Financial Reports published to Excel 
 

Answer: E

 

 

Which two General Ledger work would you assign to all your entry-level General Ledger
accountants?
 
 
A. Journals Work Area 
B. Period Close Work Area 
C. Financial Reporting Center 
D. General Accounting Dashboard 
 

Answer: A,D

 

 

Identify three differences between Oracle Transactional Business Intelligence (OTBI) and
Oracle Business Intelligence Applications (OBIA).
 
 
A. OBIA is based on the universal data warehouse design with different prebuilt adapters
that canconnect to various source application 
B. Both OBIA and OTBI provide a set of predefined reports and dashboards and a library of
metrics that help to measure business performance 
C. OBIA works for multiple sources including E-Business Suite, PeopleSoft, JD Edwards,
SAP, andFusion Applications. 
D. OTBI allows you to create custom reports from real-time transactional data against
thedatabase directly 
E. Cloud customers can use both OTBI and OBIA. 
 

Answer: B,C,D
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Your customer has three legal entities, 50 departments, and 10,000 natural accounts. They
use intercompany entries.
 
 
What is Oracle's recommended best practice when implementing; a new chart of
accounts? How many segments and what segment qualifiers should be used?
 
 
 
A. Define three segments for the company, department, and natural account. The qualifiers
shouldbe primary balancing segment, cost center segment, and natural account segment,
respectively 
B. Define four segments for the company, department, natur.il account, and intercompany
segment. The qualifiers should be primary balancing segment, cost center segment,
natural account segment, and intercompany segment, respectively. 
C. Define five segments for the company, department, natural account, intercompany, and
future use segment. The qualifiers should be primary balancing segment, cost center
segment, natural account segment, intercompany segment, and no qualifier, respectively. 
D. Define three segments tor the company, department, and natural account. The qualifiers
for the first segment should be primary balancing segment and intercompany segment,
cost center segment, and natural account segment, respectively. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

 
How can your Accounting Manager expedite Journal processing during the time critical
month end close?
 
 
A. by using the Close Status monitor to drill down on the close status across ledgers 
B. by using the Journals region to view journals Requiring Attention, Requiring Approval,
and Pending Approval from Others 
C. by running the Journals report using Business Intelligence Publisher 
D.  by creating an ad hoc query on journals using Oracle Transactional Business
Intelligence (OTBI) 
 

Answer: C

 

 

What type of user must be defined before you can create an Implementation Project?
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A. None. The Fusion Applications Superuser, FAADMIN, has full access to create an
Implementation Project. 
B. A full-time employee that has the FSM Superuser role assigned 
C. None. The OIM system administrator user ID, XELSYSADM, which is assigned by the
person provisioning the system, has full access. 
D. Implementation Users 
E. All roles that will be used throughout the implementation 
 

Answer: E

 

 

 
Your customer uses Financials Cloud, Projects, Inventory and Procurement.
 
Which two statements are true regarding intercompany accounting tor these products?
 
 
 
A. Each product has its own Intercompany Accounting feature that needs to be set up
separately. 
B. Intercompany Balancing Rules are defined centrally and applied across Financials,
Portfolio Project 
Management and Supply Chain Management products. 
C. Within Financials Cloud, Intercompany Balancing Rules are used to balance both cross-
ledger intercompany transactions and single ledger intercompany journals. 
D. They need to license a separate stand-alone Intercompany product that acts as the
Intercompany Accounting Hub. 
 

Answer: A,D

 

 

Your customer has many eliminating entries to eliminate intercompany balances. The
General Ledge does not include a purpose-built Consolidation feature.
 
 
How would you automate the process of creating eliminating entries, assuming your
customer is not using Oracle Hyperion Financial Close Management?
 
 
A. Use the spreadsheet template that is accessed from the "Create Journal in
Spreadsheet" task and import the spreadsheet with the eliminating entries every period. 
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B. Use the General Ledger's Calculation Manager to define an allocation definition to
eliminate entries that you can generate every period. 
C. There is no way to automate this process if the customer is not using Oracle Hyperion
Financial Close Management. 
D. Create a manual journal that includes the eliminating entries, and then create a copy of
the Journal batch every period. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

What's the difference between subject areas that append the word "Real Time" and those
that do not?
 
 
A. There is no difference. 
B. The “Real Time” subject areas are based on real-time transactions and all others are
based on Historical data. 
C. The “Real Time” subject areas are based on real-time transactions in Fusion
Applications, and all others are based on data stored in the Oracle Business Intelligence
Applications data warehouse. 
D. The “Real time” subject areas are based on sub ledger transactions and all others are
based on general ledger balances. 
 

Answer: B

 

 

You are reconciling your subledger balances and you need a report that includes beginning
and ending account balances and all transactions that constitute the account's activities.
 
 
What type of report will provide this type of information?
 
 
A. An Online Transactional Business Intelligence (OTBI) report to create ad hoc queries on
transactions and balances 
B. Account Analysis Reports 
C. Journals Reports 
D. Aging Reports 
 

Answer: C
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Which two are prerequisites for creating subledger accounting entries?
 
 
A. Completing accounting transformation definition and activating Subledger Journal Entry
Rule Set assignments for the Accounting Method 
B. Populating supporting reference information in reference objects 
C. Selecting source values from transaction objects 
D. Creating subledger accounting events 
E. Completing preaccounting validation 
 

Answer: B,E

 

 

You need to integrate Fusion Accounting Hub with external source systems used for Billing.
 
 
Identity the step that is not correct when implementing this integration.
 
 
A. Analyze external system transactions.  
B. Capture accounting events. 
C. Determine the accounting impact of transactions. 
D. Create the accounting in the source system and then import the journal entries into
subledger accounting. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Which two types of journals can be automatically routed through the journal approval
process?
 
 
A. Allocation journals 
B. Revaluation journals 
C. Manual journals 
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D. Sub ledger journals  
E. Journals imported from third-party systems 
 

Answer: C,E

 

 

You defined a tree or hierarchy, but you are unable to set its status to Active.
 
 
What is the reason?
 
 
A. Chart of accounts was not deployed. 
B. Accounting Configuration was not submitted- 
C. An Audit process needs to be successfully performed before a tree version can be set to
Active. 
D. Two tree versions were not defined 
 

Answer: D

 

 

All of your subsidiaries reside on the same application instance, but some of them require a
different chart of accounts and/or accounting calendar and currency. There is no minority
interest or partial ownerships.
 
 
What is Oracle's recommend approach to performing consolidations?
 
 
A.  Use Oracle Hyperion Financial Management for this type of complex consolidation. 
B.  Translate balances to the corporate currency, create a chart of accounts mapping to the
corporate Chart of accounts, then transfer balances to the corporate consolidation ledger
using the balance transfer program. 
C.  Translate balances to the corporate currency for ledgers not in the corporate currency,
use General Ledger's Financial Reporting functionality to produce consolidated reports by
balancing segment where each report represents a different subsidiary. 
D. Create separate ledgers for each subsidiary that shares the same chart of accounts,
calendar, currency and accounting method. Create a separate elimination ledger to enter
intercompany eliminations, then create a ledger set across all ledgers and report on the
ledger set. 
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Answer: D

 

 

Your customer is expanding its operations. You defined a new ledger and several business
units. However, you are unable to assign the newly generated data roles to existing
Accounts Payables and Accounts Receivables users in the shared service center.
 
 
What should you do to correct the problem?
 
 
A. Open the Oracle Identity Management (OIM) and make sure the data roles were
created. 
B. Open the Manage Users page and make sure the employees at 
C. Open Access Policy Manager (APM) and assign the roles manually 
D. Make sure you run the Retrieve Latest LDAP Changes program to regenerate the data
roles. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

After loading your budget data into Fusion General Ledger, you can view budget balances
using these feature.
 
 
Which feature does not belong on the list?
 
 
A. Application Development Framework Desktop Integration(ADFdi) 
B. Account Inspector 
C. Account Monitor 
D. Smart View 
 

Answer: B

 

 

You need to create a month-end re-porting package for an upcoming Audit Committee
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